
SPORT AEROBATICS

Accelerated Basic
Aerobatic Flight Training

Sport Aerobatics systematically assembles the 10+
aerobatic maneuvers that instill the skills needed to effect a
more satisfying and fun R/C flying experience for years to
come. Presented in an easy to follow crawl-walk-run
format, and featuring many full page illustrations and
control stick diagrams, this flight manual is fun to read and
even more fun to apply.

Accelerated Intermediate
Aerobatic Flight Training

PRECISION AEROBATICS

Precision Aerobatics systematically builds into the sport
flyers’ flight the natural progression of refinements needed
to take flying to a whole new level of accomplishment and
enjoyment. With nearly half its content addressing the
proper use of rudder to prevail over wind and engine torque,
this book provides a significant boost for pilots whose flying
skills have become stagnant.

Accelerated Advanced
Aerobatic Flight Training

ADVANCED AEROBATICS

Advanced Aerobatics systematically guides advancing
pilots through the techniques required to fly

, including inverted
and knife-edge flight inside and outside snap rolls
upright and inverted spins flat spins hammerheads
vertical rolls rolling circles 3D lomcevak, etc..
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2 dozen of the
most rewarding maneuvers in the sport

1. Learning to Fly Electrics
2. Basic Aerobatics
3D Stunt Flying

Whether your goal is to quickly learn to fly your electric
parkflyer with control and confidence, to fly better
aerobatics, or experience the intense thrills of 3D flying, or
all of the above, Park Flying 1-2-3D has you covered every
step of the way.

PARK FLYING 1-2-3D

Accelerated Primary
Flight Training

ONE WEEK TO SOLO

The fundamental building-blocks and central solo
techniques that all good flyers use are brought to the
forefront and systematically assembled to enable
beginning R/C pilots to achieve solo in the least amount
of time while laying the foundation needed for continued
long term success.

MULTIROTOR

FLIGHT TRAINING

Setup Primary Solo

Aerobatics
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HELI FLIGHT TRAINING

Heli Flight Training is a complete flight training system
aimed at helping pilots quickly learn

Multirotor Flight Training features the practical information
and flying techniques aimed at maximizing fun and your
ability to utilize a multirotor as an effective camera platform.

what many consider to
be one of the most exciting form of radio control flying.

AIRPLANE & RADIO SETUP

Airplane & Radio Setup brings to the forefront the
fundamental airplane setup principles that

.

ensure a plane
flies like it’s on rails and does only what the pilot tells it to
do, along with detailing the radio programming techniques
that enable pilots to achieve the most capable and honest
handling plane possible

Essential Airplane & Radio Setup Principles for
Optimum Aerobatic Performance and Handling

R/C Flight Training

Better Faster More Fun� �

R/C Flight Training

Better Faster More Fun� �

50% off to Shawano R/C Club Members
Contact Dave Scott 715-853-1003

email: 1usrcfs@gmail.comThese books feature the accelerated flight training and setup

techniques developed during the professional instruction of

thousands of RC pilots along with the setup and test flying of

over 1000 airplanes at 1st U.S. R/C Flight School. See for

yourself, hundreds of illustrations and control stick diagrams

will guide you step by step through each phase of becoming

a better pilot with unparalleled efficiency and confidence.


